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We are here to help…
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We want you to strut…

Be that cat with a purr-fect score!
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Goals for this webinar

1. Discuss the general exam structure

2. Discuss specific AP Human Geography exam

3. Understanding the Verbs on FRQS

4. How to Practice before exam
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Welcome to the show!
Tuesday May 12, 2020

Show times depend on Time Zones
4 PM Eastern
3 PM Central

2 PM Mountain
1 PM Pacific

Noon in Alaska
10 AM Hawaiian
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• Emailed to you 2 days 
before exam

• Each ticket is unique to 
you and your exam

• You can also access E-
ticket in your student 
My AP account

E-tickets Please!

Source: College Board 2020 AP testing guide
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What you need for exam day

ü Exam E-ticket
ü AP Exam checklist
ü Device: Phone, laptop tablet
ü Internet/Wi-fi connection
ü Browser: Chrome recommended
üWord Processer or lined paper
ü Phone, Tablet, Laptop
üQuiet place to work

iScore5 suggests a Laptop or tablet, 
but YOU make the call.
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How answers are submitted

Source: College Board 2020 AP testing guide
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Practice makes perfect!
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iScore 5 steps to success before exam

1. Review Your Contact Information 
ü Are you getting emails from College Board?

2. Check your tech at home
ü Device, Web Browser, Word Processing

3. Practice submitting your response
ü Starting May 4th- AP Exam demo available

4. Receive your exam E-ticket emails
ü Don’t panic, check your settings in AP Classroom

5. Gather a notepad and clear your space
ü Make sure your family and pets know! 
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iScore5 advice: Be like Santa

Make a list and 
check it twice
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Source: AP Student Exam Day Checklist pdf
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Source: AP Student Exam Day Checklist pdf

Make a list and check it twice
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Make a list and check it twice

Source: AP Student Exam Day Checklist pdf

• Don’t Refresh

• Keep Question Open

• Stop and Submit

• Late = Zero

• Rejoin by clicking e-
ticket

• Tech issues- make 
up exam
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Open Notes
Open Notes – Yes, but not advised by iScore5
• Distracting with a time limit
• Questions designed to not be searched quickly
• Plagiarism software will be used
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Last comment about structure

College Board suggests being ready 30 
minutes before the start of the exam.
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Goals for this webinar

1. Discuss the general new exam structure

2. Discuss specific AP Human Geography exam

3. Understanding the Verbs on FRQS

4. How to Practice before exam
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Units on the Exam

Unit 1-Thinking Geographically

Unit 2- Population/Migration

Unit 3- Culture

Unit 4- Political

Unit 5-Agriculture
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Units on the Exam

Example Rural to Urban Migration
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Two FRQs to do in order

Question 1: 
ü Two Stimuli 25 minutes

Question 2:
ü One Stimulus 15 minutes

Scoring:
1. Question 1: 55%
2. Question 2: 45%

5 Minute upload time after 
each FRQ completion
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Important Advice
Read each question carefully and slowly
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Important Advice
• Jot down task verbs and other important 

words on notepad
• Jot down concepts you want to address but 

use abbr.
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1. Remember practice timed typing

2. Countdown clock will be on screen

Important Advice
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• Do not use stereotypes in your FRQ answers
• Here is an example of using stereotypes:

– “All poor people don’t go to school and live in 
inner cities.”

• These answers are WRONG and they are 
CRUEL 

Important Advice
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• Avoid using words like:
– Always

– Lots

– Never

– Things and Stuff

• Have you ever said or heard someone say, 
“You know what I meant!”? 

• If you don’t write it, we can’t score it.

Important Advice

REMEMBER…
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No opportunity for discussion
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Goals for this webinar

1. Discuss the general new exam structure

2. Discuss specific AP Human Geography exam

3. Understanding the Verbs on FRQS

4. How to Practice before exam
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Verbs on Exam

Higher level verbs:
• Describe
• Explain
• Compare

NO: Identify 
or Define
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FRQ Verb #1

• Describe: Describe questions ask students to 
provide the relevant characteristics of a specified topic.

• iScore5 advice: Several detailed sentences are 
necessary. Describe tends to be more specific as it 
requires details.
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Let’s Practice Describe 
with a stimulus

Describe the impact that colonialism had on the 
linguistic map above.
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A possible response
Starting around the 15th century, many European states began 
to create empires by colonizing distance lands. Often times, 
Europeans would settle on these new lands and through the 
process of relocation diffusion, they brought with them their 
native Indo-European languages. For example, the map 
indicates that a vast majority of people in the United States 
and Australia speak English. This can be traced back to 
British colonialism.

In addition, to diffusion of their language, many of these 
European colonizers created forced assimilation policies 
that mandated the Indigenous populations replace their 
languages (language replacement) with the European 
languages.  Today, many of these Indigenous languages have 
died or are on the verge of extinction. 
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FRQ Verb #2

• Explain: Explain questions ask students to provide 
information about how or why a relationship, process, 
etc., or outcome occurs, using evidence and/or 
reasoning

• iScore5 advice: 
– Explain means to provide an answer and then use 

because to give support 
– Explain also means to show cause and effect
– Explain means state a claim and support with evidence
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Let’s Practice Explain 
with a stimulus

Explain the degree to which the DTM is practical in 
helping a country’s political leaders to design 
healthcare and welfare policies in advance. 
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A possible response

The Demographic Transition model focuses on the 
changes that occur over time as a population shifts from 
high fertility (birth rates) and high mortality (death 
rates) to low birth rates to low death rates. As countries 
move through this transition, the age demographics of 
the country change from a younger population in early 
stages (2 and 3) to an older population in the later 
stages (4 and 5).

Understanding how the DTM works can help 
government officials understand whether to build 
elementary schools and train pediatricians or build more 
nursing homes and physical therapists. However, a 
population pyramid (or age-sex diagram) might be an 
easier tool to use because the age structure is directly 
shown in the shape of the pyramid. 
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FRQ Verb #3

• Compare – a description or explanation of 
similarities and/or differences. 

• iScore5 Advice for Compare:
– Compare both the differences 

and similarities 

– Compare must have TWO
separate items to compare –
NOT 2 options – but 2 things 
to COMPARE
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Let’s Practice Compare
with two stimuli 

Compare subsistence and commercial agriculture as 
shown in the photos above. 36



A possible response
Both photos demonstrate the concept of the domestication of 
plants associated with human’s dominance over nature which 
started thousands of years ago in the First Agricultural 
revolution when humans moved from Hunting and gathering 
societies.

However, while the general purpose in both photos is to grow 
food, the more specific purpose is very different.  Photo Y 
demonstrates subsistence farming. Subsistence 
agriculture occurs when farmers grow food crops to meet the 
needs of themselves and their families. Photo Z demonstrates 
commercial farming. The purpose of commercial farming is to 
grow crops to sell in order to make a profit.  

Further, these photos also indicate some of the major differences 
in the work being done on the land. Subsistence farming tends to 
be labor-intensive as Photo Y shows with the number of people 
cultivating rice. While Photo Z shows, the mechanization
associated with commercial farming with advanced machinery 
farming the land. 37



A few more things to know…
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Changing Scale(s) of Analysis 

Source:Wikipedia
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Both FRQs will take an authentic 
geographic situation or scenario and 

assesses students’ ability to:

• Describe
• Explain 
• Compare

geographic concepts, processes, or 
models, as they analyze geographic 
patterns, relationships, and outcomes in 
applied contexts

In the end…
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Exam Prep Tips Review 
• Use good geography vocabulary 

– (e.g., clustered, adjacent, node, nucleated, 
agglomerated, dispersed, zones) 

• Always write in sentence form – Never write 
in bullets

• Think and write across units 
• More is usually more
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Goals for this webinar

1. Discuss the general new exam structure

2. Discuss specific AP Human Geography exam

3. Understanding the Verbs on FRQS

4. How to Practice before exam
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Content Matters!
1. MCQing

– Good preparation especially with 
Stimulus. 

2. FRQing
– Typed timed responses

3. iScore5
– MCQs 

– FRQs for 1 stimulus or 2 stimuli. 
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FRQ Prep Strategies: 
Content Matters!
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iScore5 FRQs: 1 and 2 stimuli

Rubrics are found after completing FRQ
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iScore5 MCQ Levels

46Let’s try a few samples



Unit 1
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Unit 1
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Unit 2

Mexico Population Pyramids

1980 1995 2010
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Unit 2
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Go to iScore5.com for more info



Proceeds to Feeding America 
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Questions
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